In this paper we study the asymptotic behavior of points near a compact hyperbolic set of a C r diffeomorphism (r__>l)f: M-~M, M being a compact manifold. The purpose of our study is to complete the proof of Smale's O-stability Theorem by demonstrating (2.1), (2.4) of [6] .
M. HIRSCH, J. PALIS, C. PUGH, and M. SHUB (Univ. of Warwick) w 1. Introduction
In this paper we study the asymptotic behavior of points near a compact hyperbolic set of a C r diffeomorphism (r__>l)f: M-~M, M being a compact manifold. The purpose of our study is to complete the proof of Smale's O-stability Theorem by demonstrating (2.1), (2.4) of [6] .
O denotes the set of non-wandering points for f Smale's Axiom A requires [5] :
(a) O has a hyperbolic structure, (b) the periodic points are dense in O. Hyperbolic structure, the stable manifold of O, and fundamental neighborhoods are discussed in ~j 2 and 5.
The result of [-6 ] proved here is:
If f obeys Axiom A then there exists a proper fundamental neighborhood V for the stable manifold of f2 such that the union of the unstable manifold oft2 and the forward orbit of V contains a neighborhood of 0 in M.
As a consequence we have: lf f obeys Axiom A then any point whose orbit stays near 0 is asymptotic with a point of 0.
Section 8 of the mimeographed version of [ 1 ] contains a generalization of the above results with an incorrect proof. A correct generalization is: ( 
1.1) Theorem. If A is a compact hyperbolic set then WU(A)uO+ V contains a neighborhood U of A, where V is any fundamental neighborhood for WS(A) and 0+ V= Uf"(v). if A has local product structure n>O then a proper fundamental neighborhood may be found and any point whose forward orbit lies in U is asymptotic with some point of A.
Theorem (1.1) is proved in w 5, local product structure is discussed in [-5] and in w In w we prove the analogous theorems for flows.
Here is an example, due to Bowen, of a compact hyperbolic set A which does not have local product structure, has no proper fundamental neighborhood and for which there are points asymptotic to A without being asymptotic with any point of A.
Consider the Cantor set C as the space of sequences of zeros and ones with a decimal point: x=(.., x_2x_l.x0xl...) xj=0 or 1.
The elements of C can be thought of as maps Z-~ {0, 1}. The compact open topology makes C a metrizable compact space. A distance is given by
The shift map a: C -* C moves the decimal point one space to the right:
at... x_l. x0 xl ..3=(...x_1 xo. xl ...).
a is a homeomorphism. By [4] (C, a) is conjugate to the restriction of a diffeomorphism f: S 2 ~ S 2 to a certain compact invariant hyperbolic set K. Hence the topological properties of C reflect themselves exactly in K.
Consider the subset of C, and correspondingly of K, A= {xe C: any finite maximal string of O's is of even length}.
Clearly A is a compact a-invariant subset of C and the periodic points are dense in A. However, there are points cs C such that
d(a"c,A)---~O
as n--~ _+ oo d(a" c, a" x) +*O as n~+oo for any xeA.
That is, there are points of C tending to A but not asymptotic with any point of A, Even worse, there are periodic points of C-A whose entire orbits lie arbitrarily close to A. This behavior is opposite to that of (1.1). Define such c as follows. Put odd maximal strings of zeros of increasing length on both sides of the decimal point Either way, x can not belong to A.
A periodic point p E C is a sequence which endlessly repeats a finite block. If this block is of the form I0 ... 0 with 2 m + 1 zeros then the orbit of p lies within a distance 1/2 'n-1 of A by the same reasoning as before. Thus, the existence of periodic points as .claimed above is clear.
w 2. Local Product Structure
Several notions and results from [1, 5] for some constant z, 0< z < 1, and some Riemannian metric on M. The constant z is called the skewness.
Through such a A pass families of smooth unstable and stable manifolds tangent to E", E ~ at A [1] . The unstable manifold of size e through peA is called W~(p), the stable one W~(p). This "size e" refers to the for W~U= U l/V~"(p) and W~S= U W~U(P) sense, locally. This is the content of the 2-1emma [3] and is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
A direct consequence of the 2-1emma is the
is a diffeomorphism and p, q are hyperbolic periodic points with WU(p) ?fi W~(q) ~ O, W~(P) ?fi WU(q) ~ 0 then these points of intersection are non-wandering.
Proof [5] . See Fig. 2 for n so large that p, q are fixed points of f". The set U is a neighborhood of xe W"(q)c~ W'(p). We have drawn some iterates f,k U and shown how they must re-intersect U eventually, by the 2-1emma. Proof. Let e > 0 be small enough that the 3 e-local stable and unstable manifolds through points of f2 are given by the stable manifold theory of [1] . Let x, x'cf~ have y~ W~'(x)n W~S(x'). By [1] 
W~(p) n W~(p'), W~(p) n W~(p')
continue to be transverse and to consist of single points, q, q' (see Fig. 4 ). By the Cloud Lemma, q, q' e f2. As q is arbitrarily near y and t2 is a closed set, y belongs to t2. 
Semi lnvariant Disc Families
In this section we state and prove the basic technical theorem required for (1.1).
The space Emb (D u, M) of all embeddings of the closed u-disc into M may be thought of as a fiber bundle over M. The fiber at x~M is the set of all embeddings e: DU~M such that e(O)=x. We put the uniform topology on Emb (D u, M).
Definition. If a: X ~ Emb (D u, M) is a continuous section over X c M then ~r = {image a(x)[ x~X} is a (continuous) u-disc family through X.
Clearly l/V~U= {W~"(p)lp~A} is a u-disc family for any small 6>0. The following lemma may be thought of as a type of Inverse Function Theorem for certain u-disc families. By R'(~) we mean the disc of radius in R", centered at the origin. Remark. We cannot expect any sort of uniqueness for l~a ", as simple examples show with A taken to be one point. It is unknown whether l~" can be chosen to foliate a neighborhood of A. The proof of (4.2)is similar to the existence of {W~U(p)lpeA} in [1] .
All estimates needed here were proved in [1] . We must deal with graph transforms induced by maps of one space to another instead of to itself. We outline what must be re-interpreted. Define (~(E) to be the space of maps g: E1 (e) ---, E2 such that
where L denotes the Lipschitz constant and E(e) denotes the closed ball of radius e. The metric in (~(E) is Ig -g'] =sup Ig x -g' xf and is complete. Define fg~(F) similarly, x Let f: E(e)~F, f(0)=0 be a map. It might happen that for every gefg~(E) there exists hefr such that graph h of(graph g).
If so, h is uniquely determined by g and we call h the graph transform ofg byf h=Fig"
The next theorem was proved in [1, w (4.3) Theorem. Let T: E ~ F be an isomorphism sending E1 onto F1, E2 onto F2 when El xE2=E, F1 • as above. Suppose []T2[F<z, [[Tl-l[[<z, 0<z<l for Ti=T[Ei, i=1,2. If f: E(e)-+F is sufficiently near TIE(e) then Is: ~(E)--~ fg~(F) is defined and has L(Ff)< 1. The precise condition on f is 1 --z f(0)=0 and L(f-T)<--l+z
Before proving (4.2) we need a simple extension lemma.
(4.4) Lemma. Let E, M be manifolds and ~z: E--~ M a fiber bundle. If s: X-* E is a section over a closed X c M then s extends to 3: N-}E, a section over a neighborhood of X.
Proof Since E is an ANR (absolute neighborhood rectract) and M is a normal space, s extends to a map So If xeOVc~N, we know that ~0(x)=0 and so the two definitions agree.
--U ___} S Note that F~0,f)~(g ) is a map Ex(6 ) Ex (6) and so our definition of F is well stated. Also note that F is not globally a graph transform: it does not cover a map N-~N. 
{.]oexp-l (~" y)l ye W~,S p}
is a u-disc family through E~p(p). Its radius may be slightly less than 6, but it is greater than 6/2, say, if # is small enough 9 Also, for small 6 these u-discs will be graphs of maps E"p(6/2)--~Ep(e) having slope <2. Remark. In a similar manner we could obtain an invariant family --U ~ --B of linear graphs G~: Ex E~. These determine a subbundle of TNM semi-invariant under Tf, and thus a semi-invariant extension of E~GE" to/~"@/]~= TNM. Proceeding with the construction of I,V~" we find that lYV~"(y) is tangent to/~ at y for y near A. In fact, it can be shown that [~" (y) is C r whenfis C" by imitating the proof of smoothness of unstable manifolds in either [1] or [2] . In this way one can prove. 
By

w 5. Fundamental Neighborhoods and the Proof of the Main Theorem
As before, let A be a hyperbolic set for f~Diff(M). A fundamental neighborhood for W~; ~ is a compact neighborhood of a fundamental domain of W~ s. Similarly for I4~/.
The following theorem was stated in w 8 of the mimeographed version of [1] but was proved incorrectly. Proof of (5.1) . Let D be a fundamental domain for W~ ' and let V be a neighborhood of it. We must show that W~"u0+Vis a neighborhood of A in M.
Consider the semi-invariant u-disc family #u constructed in (4.2) where 6 has been chosen so small that I~U(y)c V for any yED and 0<6<~. Clearly WZu0+ V~ WZu U "" 0 w~(+y) 
We extend Vr to a disc family through a neighborhood of A as in w 4. Proof. The proof of (6.2) is essentially the same as that of (4.2), except that a new complete metric on the function spaces (~(E), N~(F), etc. must be used. It was introduced in [2, w 3 B] and is [g -g'l. = sup Ig x-g' xl/Ixl.
x:~O
The estimates demonstrating the analogue of (4.3) in the pseudo hyperbolic case with k < 1 are contained in I-2, w 3 B] and are similar to those in 1-1]. Once this analogue of (4.3) is proved, the proof of (6.2) is exactly the same as that of (4.2). w 7. Flows Let {q>,} be a C' flow on M, r> 1. A compact invariant subset AcM is said to be hyperbolic for {q~,} if, for every t>0, Tq~t leaves invariant a continuous splitting TaM=E,,@E~,~)E ~ exp~/nding E" and contracting E s, where E 'p is the tangent bundle to the orbits of the flow. If X is the vector field generating the flow then E~ is the 0-dimensional or 1-dimensional space spanned by X x. The equality (Tq~t),, (XJ=X~o,x is valid for any smooth flow {opt}, so invariance of E ~' is automatic. In [5] and [2] details and equivalent definitions are given.
Note that A is a pseudo hyperbolic set for @t, t ~=0. If t > 0 then El =E" and Ez=E*@E< If t<0 then E1 =E ~ and E 2 =EU~E q'. In either case we can choose k< 1 where [I(Tq~,IE1) -I IJ <k.
Applying (6.1) to qh, we get a unique ~ol-invariant family through A, W~"={W~p[p~A} tangent to E". By uniqueness, as in [2] , W~" is locally q~t invariant for all t. Applying (6.1) to ~o_1, we get a unique q~-i invariant family through A, W~ ~= {W~ ' p:peA~'tangent to E ~ and W~ ' is ~0t-invariant for all t. For any orbit (~ c A we put Proof. Since q~ W~"p~ W~(~p,p) for t>0 and @t W~p~W~(tP~P) for t <0, (7.l) is a direct consequence of (6.1).
We say that A has local product structure if W/n I4~ =A for some e>0. (2.3) and (3.1) generalize at once to (7.2) Proposition. Let {q~,} be a flow satisfying Axiom ~ [5] , i.e. the nonwandering set f2 is hyperbolic and the periodic orbits are dense in f2. Then f2 has local product structure. We also have Proof Extend the disc family ~ to a disc family 9, semi-invariant by ~o~, through a neighborhood of A. This can be done by (6.2). Then apply (4.1) as in (4.2). Since 0+ V= U ~~ ~~ I~, the theorem is proved. t__>O n>O (7.2, 7.3, 7.4) provide the analogue of (1.1) for flows.
Remark. (7.4) holds for normally hyperbolic foliations as defined in [2] . The proof is the same.
